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Statistics in Biology
Using quantitative methods in biology goes back to the experiments of Van Helmont in 1648 when he studied the effects of water and soil on the growth of willow
trees. He concluded that willow trees consumed water rather than soil (Pagel 2002).
Since then, biologists have had a difficult relationship with analyzing quantitative
data. When Mendel used mathematical principles to analyze his data to understand heredity, no biologist at his time appreciated his work. It took decades for
biologists to realize Mendel’s genius (von Tschermak-Seysenegg 1951; Samuels et
al. 2012). Ironically in the 21st century biologists are buried in data; knowing how
to analyze them is unavoidable (Marx 2013). Despite this reality, statistics educa1

tion in an introductory biology class has been mediocre at best. Here, we discuss
reasons for this disparity and the advantages of using science history – specifically,
the history of statistical methods – in an introductory biology course.
Statistics is a branch of mathematics that deals with the science of collecting, organizing and interpreting data. After Van Helmont in the 17th century, the next
notable usage of quantitative analytical methods in biology was in the 1830s when
Adolph Quetelet, a Belgian astronomer, showed that human traits such as height
and chest size were distributed in a Gaussian curve (Quetelet 1835).
However, the real surge in the use of statistical methods in biological sciences took
place at the beginning of the 20th century. English statisticians Francis Galton, Karl
Pearson and Walter F.R. Weldon urged biologists to use statistical methods in their
research. In 1901, they founded the first journal for statistical methods, named
Biometrika (Magnello 2009). Since then statisticians have revolutionized the way
biologists analyze data, resulting in scientific achievements that would have never
been possible without the use of advanced statistical techniques (Keiding 2005).
For example, the yield of corn in the United States has increased by more than
ten times within the last century using advanced statistical methods and breeding
techniques (nass 2016). Public health accomplishments such as successful immunizations for diseases like polio have built on statistical methods such as randomized controlled trials (Meldrum 2000). Jerome Cornfield, a statistician, designed the Framingham heart study in the 1960s that led scientists to narrow down
the causes of heart diseases and strokes to dietary factors such as cholesterol, fat
and salt (Truett et al. 1967). Since then heart diseases have decreased by 56% and
stokes by 70% in the United States (Thom et al. 2006). The use of statistics in biological research has led to other significant achievements, including decreased infant
mortality rate, increased motor vehicle safety, and better nutrition.
Despite this widespread use of statistics in biological research, learning statistical
methods in an introductory biology classroom has not changed much. The pedagogy for biology and for statistics differ significantly in an introductory biology
course. Biology often draws on history, referring to Darwin, Mendel, and Watson
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and Crick to explain key ideas. But unlike biology, teaching statistics does not usually draw on the history of a certain concept. Statistics is taught as certain set of
rules that students can apply in data analysis of a biological experiment. Unfortunately, this approach means that students don’t understand the context for using
statistics and often fail to understand how to best use statistics in biology. Here, we
discuss the rationale for changing the mode of statistics instruction, showing how
science history could play an influential role in improving statistics instruction in
biology courses.
Need for Better Statistics Education in Biology
The amount of data generated in biology is at an all-time high. Low cost, high
throughput genome sequencing, automation, information technology and robotics in data collection have all contributed to the overabundance of data generated
in the biological sciences. For example, public genome repositories such as the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) already store petabytes of
data (Singer 2013). Recently a study compared the amount of data generated in
four prolific domains: Astronomy, YouTube, Twitter and Genomics. By 2025, genomic data is projected by the study to need more storage requirements than all the
other fields (Stephens et al. 2015). This reality has pushed biological researchers
to need more data analytics skills than ever before (Feser et al. 2013). However,
most biologists are not trained to have data skills – knowing how to store, integrate,
move and analyze large amounts of data (National Research Council 2003).
Even though several statistical packages and software are designed for biologists
and are available to perform data analysis, certain steps in biological experiments
– like designing an experiment and choosing the tests based on the context of an
experiment – require significant knowledge and experience in statistical analysis
(Friedman 2001). Performing biological experiments using big data without the
best analytical training can lead to spurious results due to biased experimental
designs or incorrect interpretation of results (Mertz 2008). Since several high impact factor journals accept only studies with statistically significant results, some
biologists are known to selectively publish only data that is statistically significant
and this has led to a toxic habit of data falsification or p-hacking. Some suggest that
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this is one of the major reasons that biological researchers struggle with reproducibility of results (Head et al. 2015).
Even though students are encouraged to attend the statistics courses offered by the
biometrics department of a university, many biology students do not enjoy taking these classes . This is because many of them lack context and are designed for
a different audience. Teaching statistical methods as a set of rules to be applied
to a certain biological problem removes context. And removing context will prevent students from gaining deep understanding. Starting with Aristotle in the 4th
century B.C.E., scholars have emphasized the importance of context in learning
(Weibell C. J. 2011). Students will better appreciate a statistical method if they understand why a certain statistical method is used rather than just how a method is
used. This in turn, will enhance their understanding of statistical methods while
simultaneously improving their confidence and creativity in data analysis.
Science History in Pedagogy
One of the first to suggest the use of history of science in general education was
the renowned Harvard chemist (and later president), Dr. James B. Conant. He
believed that learning science history would help students understand the strategies
and “tactics” of science. Under his leadership a book titled Harvard case histories
in experimental sciences was published (Conant 1957). The book contained eight
specific cases of scientific innovation that described the process of science through
case studies. Following this model, case studies such as “Davy’s visit to France
and the investigation of Iodine” were used in chemistry education to describe the
process of science to students (Klopfer 1969).
Later, physicists came to understand the value of science history and have used it in
various undergraduate physics classrooms (Gooday et al. 2008). For example, Demirci et al (2017) have implemented science history as a successful tool to facilitate
deep understanding of neutrinos in a physics classroom. History of science can
help especially in teaching commonly unclear concepts to students. For example
Coelho (2010) uses the history of science to teach the complicated definition and
understanding of “force” in physics.
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However, some educators have argued that the history of certain scientific concepts
might provide a poor model for responsible conduct of research and that beginners
should be shielded from knowing the history of those concepts (Brush 1974). Considering that the person who coined the term “regression” in statistics is also the
person who coined the term “eugenics,” some argue that teaching science history
might not be the best idea in statistics.
However, teaching the history of statistics is not only helpful but vital because students need to understand how usage of statistics in science has “evolved” over time.
Student do need to know that Galton invented statistics for purposes that today we
would call racist. That way, they can understand both the power of statistics and
the care that needs to be used in applying and interpreting statistical tools. Unfortunately, almost all statistical textbooks oversimplify data analysis methods and
represent an image of comprehensive certainty. This culture in the pedagogy of
statistical training in biology has the potential to be disastrous, especially considering that we live in a time where data analysis is the most challenging problem
of the field (Diggle 2015). With little or no information on how or why statistical methods were developed, students may become frustrated and leave the field;
even more critical, not knowing the importance of context could lead to incorrect
interpretation of experimental results.
Data generated in biological sciences requires unique statistical methods that can
be significantly different from the methods used in other disciplines such as astronomy. In the past, when biologists were challenged with this problem, innovative
individuals like Frank Wilcoxon and Charles Spearman were brave enough to invent appropriate statistical methods that worked for their field. We need the current learners of statistics to have the same mindset of innovation in analyzing data,
science history can play a major role in inspiring them to do that.
Incorporating science history into undergraduate biology courses
Designing an introductory biology class is a massive challenge by itself. It is hard to
incorporate the essentials of the broad field of biology in a single class. Even though
a wide range of materials are covered in these courses, instructors also somehow
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manage to introduce basic statistical analysis. Students are exposed to these statistical methods and are asked to perform quick data analyses to get to some results
and conclusions. Due to this limited exposure of statistics, most students do not
consider themselves as experts in these statistical methods after an introductory
biology course. Despite this, many of them start their research carriers by working in research labs where statistics appear all the time (National Research Council
2003).
Generating and evaluating scientific evidence is considered a fundamental requirement for literacy in science by the US National Academies of Science (National
Research Council 2009). Despite the importance of this issue, very little research
has been done on integrating statistics in undergraduate biology courses (Bialek &
Botstein 2004; Colon-Berlingeri et al. 2011; Metz et al. 2008).
Before teaching students the history of statistical methods, it is important to know
the student perspective on learning statistics. We conducted a survey about learning the history of statistical methods in a large introductory biology class (~400 students) at Cornell University. The course “Investigative Biology Labs” (BioG1500)
introduces students to college level statistics for the first time. One of the major conclusions from the study was that the majority of the students felt learning science history would improve their understanding of statistical methods (Palanichamy et al. 2018).
Since students are exposed to only a few basic statistical methods in an introductory
biology course, adding additional science history to the course material is feasible.
Developing case studies related to specific statistical methods and adding them to
the statistics course material could be a viable teaching strategy. This could be
followed by classroom discussions, reflection papers etc.
Providing students with supplemental reading materials such as biographical articles or books related to the development of statistical methods is another strategy
that one could consider (Klopper 1969). Another method is to develop short science history videos and share them in an educational online platform. For more
advanced classes, one might consider providing students with original research art6

icles or conference proceedings by scientists and discuss them in class. Science history could also be taught in a lecture format by strategically incorporating relevant
history before introducing a certain statistical method. Although the educational
efficacy of science history in teaching statistics needs to be experimentally shown,
it is worthwhile to experiment with novel pedagogical approaches to improve statistics education in biology.
Conclusion
Developing a biology course with statistics and science history of statistical methods can be a challenging task. However, without a sound data analysis curriculum
in biology we might not be training competent graduates for the current era of big
data biology. Instructors are aware of this problem and are trying to improve their
courses. One of the major concerns in biological research is the failure of identification of causations in big data projects. Some skeptics believe that without meaningful biological results the current trend of funding big data projects in biology could
be short lived, which in turn might slow down the progress of research and development (Singer 2013). These reasons justify the urgent need for better pedagogical
research on teaching statistical methods in undergraduate biology courses. Inspiring innovation in data analysis for aspiring biologists is no longer an option but a
necessity. The traditional statistics instruction in biology fails in this area. Learning
statistics with context using science history could be the missing link in statistics
instruction of undergraduate biology courses.
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